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This paper is a continuation of earlier work in which the high resolution infrared spectrum of [1.1.1]pro-
pellane was measured and its k and l structure resolved for the first time. Here we present results from an
analysis of more than 16000 transitions involving three fundamental bands m10 ðE0 � A01Þ;m11ðE0 � A01Þ, m14

ðA002 � A01Þ and two difference bands (m10–m18) (E0�E00) and (m11 � m18) (E0 � E00). Additional information
about m18 was also obtained from the difference band (m15 + m18) � m18 (E0 � E00) and the binary combina-
tion band (m15 + m18) ðE0 � A01Þ. Through the use of the ground state constants reported in an earlier paper
[1], rovibrational constants have been determined for all the vibrational states involved in these bands.
The rovibrational parameters for the m18 (E00) state were obtained from combination–differences and
showed no need to include interactions with other states. The m10 (E0) state analysis was also straight-for-
ward, with only a weak Coriolis interaction with the levels of the m14 ðA002Þ state. The latter levels are much
more affected by a strong Coriolis interaction with the levels of the nearby m11 (E0) state and also by a
small but significant interaction with another state, presumably the m16 (E00) state, that is not directly
observed. Gaussian calculations (B3LYP/cc-pVTZ) computed at the anharmonic level aided the analyses
by providing initial values for many of the parameters. These theoretical results generally compare favor-
ably with the final parameter values deduced from the spectral analyses. Finally, evidence was obtained
for several level crossings between the rotational levels of the m11 and m14 states and, using a weak cou-
pling term corresponding to a Dk = ±5, Dl = �1 matrix element, it was possible to find transitions from
the ground state that, combined with transitions to the same upper state, give a value of
C0 = 0.1936515(4) cm�1. This result, combined with the value of B0 = 0.28755833(14) cm�1 reported ear-
lier [1], yields a value of 1.586277(3) ÅA

0

for the length of the novel axial CC bond in propellane.
� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

[1.1.1]Propellane or, more simply, propellane (C5H6) is the pro-
totype of a whole class of tricyclic organic molecules having three
medial rings fused to form an axial-axial carbon single bond. The
name propellane was introduced into the chemical literature by
Ginsburg [2]. This unusual structure (Fig. 1) challenges us to re-
think our models of how individual atoms combine to form mole-
cules. Of greatest interest is the novel central bond that joins the
axial carbon atoms; as seen in the figure, the angle between the ax-
ial bond and the carbons on each corner of the trigonal bipyramid
is acute rather than obtuse. Clearly the bonding hybridization at
ll rights reserved.

chem.orst.edu (J.W. Nibler).
the axial carbons differs significantly from the more normal sp,
sp2 or sp3 types observed for carbon and hence this molecule and
its derivatives have been the subject of a number of investigations
[2–8]. From the outset, it was assumed that the symmetry of pro-
pellane was D3h and this was confirmed by analysis of gas phase
electron diffraction measurements [9] and by vibrational IR and
Raman studies [10]. Our quantum calculations [1] and the detailed
higher resolution spectral measurements reported here also indi-
cate that this is the symmetry of the equilibrium structure of this
simplest case of the propellanes.

Once thought to be too unstable to exist, propellane was first
synthesized in 1982 by Wiberg and Walker [11]. Wiberg and
coworkers [10] did an extensive study of the spectrum of propel-
lane in the gas phase using infrared and Raman spectroscopy with
spectral resolutions of 0.06 cm�1 and 2 cm�1, respectively. They
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Fig. 1. Views of the m10, m11, m14, and m18 normal modes of the D3h structure of
[1.1.1]propellane.
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were able to obtain approximate values for many of the fundamen-
tal vibrational frequencies and some information about its normal
coordinates and dipole derivatives. While they observed some J
structure in several bands, they were unable to identify any K
structure due to the relatively low instrumental resolution avail-
able at that time. The high symmetry and small size of this mole-
cule have led us to use improved high-resolution spectroscopic and
ab initio theoretical methods to reexamine in detail the spectral
and structural properties of this intriguing molecule [1,12–14].
Such spectroscopic studies can provide accurate values of rovib-
ronic parameters that can serve as a direct test of quantum calcu-
lations, which are often affected by the choice of basis set and
computational model. Conversely, as in this work, the quantum
prediction of basic rovibrational parameters can also serve as an
indispensible guide in the initial analysis of complicated or con-
gested spectra.

The work presented here deals with the determination of
parameters that describe the m10, m11, and m14 fundamental vibra-
tions of propellane, obtained from an analysis of the three funda-
mentals as well as of the m10 � m18, m11 � m18 and (m15 + m18) � m18

difference bands. In this global fit, ground state parameters were
fixed at values determined previously [1]. In that work the effect
of any perturbations on upper states was removed by taking en-
ergy differences between pairs of transitions having the same
upper levels and different lower state levels so that accurate spac-
ings between ground state rotational levels were used in the fit.
(This combination-difference method is described in Ref. [15].)
Here, a similar procedure was used to obtain rovibrational param-
eters for the m18 state. These and the ground state parameters were
then held constant in a global fit of more than 16000 transitions
involving the infrared-active m10 (E0), m11 (E0), and m14 ðA002Þ states.
The analysis required consideration of Coriolis interactions be-
tween the m10 and m14 as well as the m11 and m14 states, and also
an unusual Dk = ±4, Dl = ±1 interaction between the rotational lev-
els of m14 and a nearby infrared-inactive m16 (E00) state. Further-
more, several local Dk = ±5, Dl = �1 perturbations were identified
in the spectra of m14 and m11 that allowed the ground state rota-
tional parameter C0 to be determined.
1 Certain commercial equipment, instruments, and materials are identified in the
paper to adequately specify the experimental procedure. Such identification does not
imply recommendations or endorsements by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology or the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, nor does it imply that the
materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
2. Experimental details

2.1. Synthesis

Using the protocol reported by Belzner and coworkers [16], pro-
pellane was produced in an ether solution under argon. Since pro-
pellane is difficult to separate from ether using fractional
distillation [10], it was converted, using the protocol of Alber and
Szeimies [17], to solid 1,3-diiodobicyclopentane, a relatively stable
molecule that can be stored and reconverted to propellane. Recon-
version to propellane was achieved by addition of sodium cyanide
(in DMSO, dry) under nitrogen, with stirring for thirty minutes
[17]. Pure propellane was then extracted using fractional distilla-
tion at room temperature at a pressure of 13.3 Pa (0.1 Torr). A trap
cooled to �78 �C and coated with hydroquinone was used to col-
lect the product; the hydroquinone served as a radical scavenger
to reduce potential dimerization on the trap surfaces. The internal
gold-coated surfaces of the 20 cm IR absorption cells employed to
record some spectra were also coated with hydroquinone but this
was not done with the long path White cell used and the rate of
decomposition was not noticeably higher in the latter case. Hence
the need for the hydroquinone coating is not clear.

2.2. Spectral measurements

Spectra were taken using Bruker 120 or 125 FTIR spectrometers
at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratories.1 The spectrometers
employ a Globar light source, various detectors, and either a 20 cm
absorption cell or a 1 m multipass White cell. The spectrometer opti-
cal path (except that in the absorption cell) was evacuated. Boxcar
apodization was used and interferograms were collected single-
sided with both forward and backward scans. Table 1 summarizes
the instrumental conditions that were used for recording the spectra.
Fig. 2 gives a survey view of the infrared spectrum of the region
1060–1200 cm�1 that contains the IR active fundamental bands
m10, m11, and m14. Fig. 3 shows the relatively weak difference band
m10 � m18 (band origin � 466 cm�1) while Fig. 4 similarly displays
the m11 � m18 band (band origin�366 cm�1); these were used to help
establish both the m18 and m11 parameters.

3. Band analyses

3.1. Energy levels

Propellane is an oblate symmetric top for which the term en-
ergy of a given vibrational state v is given by

Ev ¼ Gðv ; lÞ þ FvðJ;K; lÞ; ð1Þ

where Gðv ; lÞ is the vibrational term, and the rotational term for
non-degenerate vibrational states (i.e. l = 0) FvðJ;KÞ is given by

FvðJ;KÞ ¼ Bv JðJ þ 1Þ þ ðCv � BvÞK2 � DJ
v J2ðJ þ 1Þ2 � DJK

v JðJ

þ 1ÞK2 � DK
v K4 þ HJ

v J3ðJ þ 1Þ3 þ HJK
v J2ðJ þ 1Þ2K2

þ HKJ
v JðJ þ 1ÞK4 þ HK

v K6 � d3KD3JðJ þ 1Þ½JðJ þ 1Þ � 2�
� ½JðJ þ 1Þ � 6� þ � � � : ð2Þ

For doubly degenerate vibrational states the rotational term
expression is given by

FvðJ;K; lÞ ¼ FvðJ;KÞ þ Fv?ðJ; k; lÞ ð3Þ

in which

Fv?ðJ; k; lÞ ¼ �2ðCfÞvklþ gJ
v JðJ þ 1Þklþ gK

v k3lþ � � � : ð4Þ

and, when l = ±1, the D3 splitting expression of Eq. (2) is replaced
by ±d�2(kl) D2J(J + 1)[J(J + 1) � 2]. D3 and D2 are splitting parame-



Table 1
Experimental conditions for bands analyzed in this work. Most scans were recorded at 22.5 �Ca.

Spectral region
(cm�1)

Pressure Pa/
(Torr)

Resolution
(cm�1)

Path length
(m)

Calibration
gas

Scans Detector Spectrometer
Bruker

Band(s)

50–500 333/(2.50) 0.002 25.6 H2O
(HITRAN)

256 Bolometer 120 m11 � m18

350–700 200/(1.50) 0.0015 25.6 H2O
(HITRAN)

352 Bolometer 125 m10 � m18,
(m15 + m18) � m18

500–1800 68/(0.51) 0.0018 12.8 N2O (NIST) 128 MCT
(Mid)

125 m14, m11

1090–3620 63/(0.47) 0.0025 25.6 OCS (NIST) 640 MCT
(Mid)

125 m10 (m15 + m18)

aSome scans of the intense m14 band were taken in a 20 cm cell cooled to �10.0 �C.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the propellane spectrum from 1050 to 1200 cm�1. This spectrum was recorded at a pressure of 133 Pa (1 Torr) and temperature of �10 �C using a 20 cm
absorption cell. The strong band at 1096 cm�1 is m14. The band origin of m11 is located at 1083 cm�1. The m10 band is located at 1182 cm�1.
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ters; for molecules with a threefold symmetry axis, D3 in the
ground state should be close to the h3 constant given by the Gauss-
ian program and D2 is zero. For degenerate vibrational levels, D2 is
an effective constant that characterizes splitting of the kl = �2
levels.

In these expressions J is the total angular momentum quantum
number, k is the signed quantum number for the projection of the
490480470460450440

Wavenumber (cm-1)

ν10 – ν18 parallel band

Calc.

Obs.

Fig. 3. The m10 � m18 band of propellane. (Some strong isolated lines due to water
vapor absorption have been masked.)
vector J onto the symmetry axis, K = |k|, and l is the vibrational
angular momentum quantum number. The quantities C and B are
proportional to the expectation values of the inverse moments of
inertia for rotation about z (the top axis) and an x or y axis in the
equatorial plane of the molecule, respectively. The (Cf)v term in
Eq. (4) accounts for the intra-vibrational Coriolis interactions;
when the product kl is positive (negative) the vibrational and rota-
390380370360350

ν11 – ν18 parallel band

Obs.

Calc.

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Fig. 4. The m11 � m18 band of propellane. (Some strong isolated lines due to water
vapor absorption have been masked.)
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tional angular momenta are parallel (antiparallel). The con-
tracted subscript v is used to represent both quantum number
and mode number of a vibrational state. For the ground state
m1 = m2 = m3 = � � � = 0. The zero energy is defined as the J = K = 0 level
of the ground state so that m0 = G(v, l) � G(0,0).

In addition to the above, an off-diagonal l-type resonance term
is included that has the primary effect of splitting the kl = 1 levels
of a degenerate vibrational state with l = ±1. This term is defined as

W22 ¼ hm; J; k; ljHjv ; J; k� 2; l� 2i

¼ 1=4fqþ qJJðJ þ 1Þ þ qk½k
2 þ ðk� 2Þ2�g � ½ðmþ 1Þ2 � ðl

� 1Þ2�
1⁄2½JðJ þ 1Þ � kðk� 1Þ�

1⁄2½JðJ þ 1Þ � ðk� 1Þðk� 2Þ�
1⁄2 ð5Þ

where H is the Hamiltonian operator of the interaction. This term
also pushes apart other pairs of levels for which Dk = Dl = ±2 but,
since these levels are already separated by other terms, the effect
is minimal compared with that on the otherwise degenerate kl = 1
levels. Sometimes the fits are improved by including the qJ and qk

terms which represent the effect of the centrifugal distortion, as
do the D, H, and g parameters in Eqs. (2) and (4).

Another important interaction that can have a profound effect
on the spectra is the Coriolis coupling between states whose prod-
uct symmetry is that of a rotation (Jahn’s rule). Such an interaction
is expected for each A002 and E0 pair of vibrational states considered
here since the E00 product symmetry corresponds to the symmetry
of the Rx, Ry rotations. Several such interactions can occur between
the various states displayed in Fig. 5, which shows our best esti-
mate of the actual positions of the vibrational levels in the 1000–
1200 cm�1 region. As discussed in Refs. [18,19], the Coriolis inter-
action results in an off-diagonal term which, in the case of the m14

ðA002Þ and m11 (E0) states of propellane, can be written
Fig. 5. Reduced energy level diagram in the m10, m11, and m14 region. Not shown are
the m18 levels which are relatively isolated at about 720 cm�1.
W1;1 ¼ hm11;m14; J; k; l11jHjm11 þ 1;m14 � 1; J; k� 1; l11 � 1i

¼ �2
1⁄2X14;11Bfy

14;11t2½JðJ þ 1Þ � kðk� 1Þ�
1⁄2

þ higher terms

¼ �fw1;1 þw1;1;J JðJ þ 1Þ þw1;1;k½k2 þ ðk� 1Þ2� þw1;1;kl½kl

þ ðk� 1Þðl� 1Þ�g½JðJ þ 1Þ � kðk� 1Þ�
1⁄2 ð6Þ

where X14,11 = ½[(x11/x14)½ + (x14/x11)½] 	½[(m11/m14)½ + (m14/
m11)½] is very close to 1 and is subsumed in the fitted parameter
w1,1. A similar relation applies for the m14 and m10 interaction. In cal-
culating w1,1 from theoretical results, we have used harmonic x val-
ues, B 	 Be and fy

14;11t2, where the t2 subscript refers to the
degenerate component of m11 that is antisymmetric with respect
to reflection through a y–z plane. We note that, when the y axis con-
tains one of the equatorial C atoms, the degenerate coordinates nat-
urally have the appropriate symmetry and fy

14;11t21 ¼ fx
14;11t2 ¼ 0. The

possible higher order terms w1,1,J and w1,1,k are centrifugal distor-
tion corrections and w1,1,kl is also a higher-order Coriolis interaction
correction.

Finally, two other less common off-diagonal terms proved nec-
essary to account for some of the perturbations seen in the m11 and
m14 spectra. The first of these is a small Dk = ±4, Dl = ± 1 W4,1 inter-
action term that couples the m14 levels with those of the slightly
higher m16 state. This term results in mixing of the m14 and the
m16 rovibrational states via the matrix element

W4;1 ¼ hv16;v14; J;k; l16jHjv16�1;v14þ1; J;k�4; l16�1i

¼ fw4;1þw4;1;J JðJþ1Þþw4;1;k½k2þðk�1Þ2�g�f½JðJþ1Þ
�kðk�1Þ�½JðJþ1Þ� ðk�1Þðk�2Þ�� ½JðJþ1Þ� ðk�2Þ

�ðk�3Þ�½JðJþ1Þ� ðk�3Þðk�4Þ�g
1⁄2
: ð7Þ

We note that, since m16 is infrared inactive and is very likely
mixed with the nearby m3 ðA01Þ and (m12 + m15) (E00) states, the m16

constants deduced from our analysis must be regarded mainly as
fitting parameters.

The second off-diagonal term is a more localized Dk = ±5,
Dl = �1 W5,�1 interaction term that mixes the m11 and m14 rovibra-
tional states. Though small in magnitude, it is important due to the
close proximity of some of the m11 and m14 rotational levels and, as
discussed later, the perturbations that it produces allow us to
determine the C0 ground state constant. Except in special cases
[20], that parameter is normally unavailable from the fundamental
bands of infrared spectra of symmetric tops that do not show evi-
dence of such an interaction. The matrix element for this W5,�1

term is

W5;�1 ¼ hm11;m14; J; k; l11jHjm11 � 1;m14 þ 1; J; k� 5; l11 � 1i
¼ fw5;�1 þw5;�1;J JðJ þ 1Þ þw5;�1;k½k2 þ ðk� 1Þ2�g
� f½JðJ þ 1Þ � kðk� 1Þ�½JðJ þ 1Þ � ðk� 1Þðk� 2Þ�½JðJ þ 1Þ
� ðk� 2Þðk� 3Þ�½JðJ þ 1Þ � ðk� 3Þðk� 4Þ�½JðJ þ 1Þ
� ðk� 4Þðk� 5Þ�g1=2

: ð8Þ

Fig. 5 shows all of the interactions included in our fitting model
but a number of other couplings were also considered. For exam-
ple, Fermi resonance between m11 (E0) and 2m12 (E0) will occur but
is assumed to be incorporated into the effective band origin (m0)
value for m11. Coriolis mixing will occur between m11 (E0) and the
m16 (E00), m17 (E00) states, as well as between the m3 ðA01Þ and m17

(E00) levels. The result of these and other interactions will be to pro-
duce a blend of many of the states shown in Fig. 5. Many coupling
models were explored [14] but, remarkably, the relatively simple
model using the interactions shown in boldface in the figure
proved sufficient to fit very accurately more than 16000 transi-
tions to the m10, m11, and m14 states.
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3.2. Intensity calculations

As part of the analysis, spectral simulations were a valuable aid
in making assignments [14]. For a transition of wavenumber value
m that originates from a ground state level J00, K00, l = 0 of wavenum-
ber energy E00 and terminates on an upper state with quantum
number J0, K0, l0, the intensity is given by

IðJ00;K 00;0; J0;K 0; l0Þ ¼ Cgnsð2J þ 1Þmð1� e�hcm=ðkBTÞÞe�hcE00=ðkBTÞjlw0w00 j
2
;

ð9Þ

where C is a scaling parameter that can be 1 for relative compari-
sons within a given spectrum, gns is the nuclear spin statistical
weight of the initial state, and lw0w00 is the transition moment whose
square is proportional to the usual Hönl–London factors [21]. For
the ground state of propellane gns is 24 for K = multiples of 3 and
20 otherwise except for K = 0, where the weight is 16 for odd J
(levels with A02 or A002 rovibrational symmetry) and 8 for even J (levels
with A01 or A001 rovibrational symmetry) [22]. Intensity variations
caused by gns proved quite helpful in making assignments and in
deducing the signs of some of the splitting parameters. Similarly,
in the event of mixing, the upper state is a linear combination of
the interacting states and interference effects can occur due to the
|lw0w00|2 factor. Transitions to such mixed states can be identified
by their intensity deviation from values given by Eq. (9) and
analysis of these can sometimes lead to useful information about
the relative signs and magnitudes of dipole derivatives for the
coupled modes of vibration [12,14,18].

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Quantum calculations

All theoretical calculations of the properties of propellane were
done using the Gaussian 09 electronic structure program, version
B.01, at the B3LYP density functional level using the cc-pVTZ basis
set [23]. These calculations give structural parameters correspond-
ing to the equilibrium D3h configuration and quadratic force con-
stants in the potential about this energy minimum, from which
able 2
requencies (cm�1) and relative intensities of the fundamental modes of propellane.

Mode Experimenta Theoryb

Symmetry Number Harmon

a01 1 3029.1 3130.9
2 1502.7 1541.1
3 1123.7 1152.7
4 907.74 917.9

a02 5 – 3207.7
a02 6 – 968.9
e0 7 3079.9 3210.5

8 3019.6 3125.5
9 1459.21 1494.5

10 1181.80 1221.1
11 1082.90 1101.2
12 531.50 532.6

a001 13 – 918.6
a002 14 1095.79 1120.0
a002 15 612.32 601.4
e00 16 1122.70 1151.7

17 1064.3 1078.4
18 717.12 712.2

a Experimental frequencies in bold face are from Refs. [12,13] and this work. The othe
b This work, B3LYP/cc-pVTZ calculations using Gaussian 09 with Anharm/Vibrot optio

aused by Fermi resonance.
c The qualitative experimental intensities (vw, w, m, s, vs), where available, are taken
one obtains the harmonic vibrational frequencies (x’s), normal
modes (Q’s), quartic centrifugal distortion constants (D’s), and
Coriolis constants (fij’s), as well as infrared and Raman intensities
for the fundamental bands. By invoking the Anharm option, the
program computes cubic and quartic force constants that give
anharmonicity corrections (xij’s) that yield anharmonic frequencies
(m’s) that are generally much closer to the values observed for the
fundamental modes. For symmetric tops, some anharmonicity cor-
rections have resonance terms that give unreasonable and even
negative prediction of the m’s. However this problem can be
avoided by a procedure proposed by Willetts and Handy [24], in
which the symmetry of the molecule is lowered somewhat by a
slight extension of one or more bonds. In the case of propellane,
this was done by increasing two C–H bond lengths by 0.0001 Å,
such that the molecule was an asymmetric top with symmetry
C2v. This produces slightly different frequencies for degenerate
modes that were then averaged. We note that the Gaussian pro-
gram also corrects for any remaining cases of Fermi or other reso-
nances, by dropping the offending terms in the anharmonicity
expressions, yielding so-called ‘‘deperturbed’’ m
 values. The reso-
nant terms are then used as off-diagonal elements in 2 � 2 matrix
calculations that give anharmonic frequencies m that can be com-
pared to the observed frequencies. Table 2 compares the results
of these calculations, along with the infrared and Raman intensi-
ties, with the experimental values available from this work and
the references cited in the table.

Additionally, with the VibRot option in Gaussian, the quadratic
and cubic constants yield sextic distortion constants (H’s) and
vibration-rotation interaction constants (a’s). These calculations
can be done for the undistorted D3h molecule. In the case of the
a’s, resonances can occur when two modes that can Coriolis couple
are of similar frequency. Gaussian accounts for this resonance if the
frequency difference is less than 10 cm�1 but does not explicitly
indicate this in the output. (For more discussion of this, and of
the calculation of the l-doubling constants q of Eq. (5), see
Appendix A of Ref. [25].) In computing the D’s and H’s, some care
is required in ensuring that the z-axis is aligned along the symme-
try axis of the top. This can be achieved by specifying the structure
in appropriate Cartesian coordinates and using the Nosym option
ic Anharmonic Relative intensityc

Raman IR

3022.9 2998.2 324 vs –
1516.7 2.8 w –
1117.7 1099.0 64 vs –

901.8 12.6 s –
3063.8 – –

954.6 – –
3066.1 95 m 10.9 s
2993.3 3028.3 0.3 24 s
1458.0 1453.1 3.3 2.7 m
1187.5 1163.1 4.5 vw 1.1 w
1071.4 6.4 vw 1.2 vw

528.8 0.8 w 0.2 w
891.8 – –

1091.8 – 76
565.6 – 128 vs

1119.5 8.8 vw –
1051.1 0.8 vw –

682.6 0.7 w –

r frequencies are from Ref. [10].
ns. Anharmonic frequencies in bold italics are from Gaussian and include shifts

from Ref. [10].



Table 3
Ground state parameters (cm�1) of propellane.

Parameter Expt.a Theoryb

B0 0.28755833(14) 0.28655
C0 0.1936515(4) 0.19178
DJ � 107 1.1313(5) 1.147
DJK � 107 �1.2633(13) �1.285
DK � 107 0.4199(13) 0.424
HJ � 1012 0.072(4) 0.072
HJK � 1012 �0.224(13) �0.441
HKJ � 1012 0.225(15) 0.621
HK � 1012 [�0.247] �0.247
D3 � 1012 0.0118

a Ground state values are taken from Ref. [1]. The C0 value is from the current
study. Uncertainties (two standard deviations) are given in parentheses. The entries
in brackets were fixed to the theoretical values.

b Theoretical values are computed with the Gaussian 09W program (B3LYP/cc-
pVTZ). (D3 = h3) The D and H parameters are for the equilibrium structure. The
theoretical H parameters in Ref. [1] are incorrect and should be replaced by the
values given here.
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[26]. Table 3 gives the resultant theoretical ground state constants
of propellane, which are identical to those we reported in Ref. [1],
with two exceptions. First, the theoretical H values given here do
correspond to the correct axis choice, whereas the H values of
Ref. [11] do not. This error is of no great consequence since it does
not change any of the experimental values which in fact are in
better accord with the corrected H results. The second change in
Table 3 is the listing of experimental C0 and DK parameters deter-
mined in the present work. This too does not change any of the
analyses done in Refs. [1,12–14].

The rovibrational parameters obtained from these quantum cal-
culations proved quite useful in the initial stages of the band anal-
yses done in this work. For example, the pattern of rovibrational
levels in the m10, m11, m14 region of interest are shown in Fig. 5. Here
Ered = E0(J,K, l) � E00(J,K,0) is plotted versus J, with the range of K val-
ues up to J, and with the shape of the ‘‘wedges’’ determined by the
theoretical values of C0f, DB = B0 � B00 and DC = C0 � C00. The origins
are our best estimates from theory or from the experimental values
of the m’s where available. This display also indicates those interac-
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Fig. 6. The m10 band of propellane. The inset on the right shows the intensity variation
pP3(23) transition due to splitting of the K0 = 2 levels of the upper state.
tions between levels that our analysis finds are most significant.
The w1,1 parameters defined in Eq. (6) account for Coriolis interac-
tions of m14 levels with those of m10 and m11 and these can be esti-
mated from the theoretical results. From these values and the level
separations of the figure, we expect that the m11 and m14 levels will
be strongly perturbed but those of m10 will be relatively unaffected.
Similarly, the m18 (e00) levels near 712 cm�1 (not shown in the fig-
ure) should be even less perturbed since they are well-removed
from the nearest levels, m15 (a002) at 612 cm�1 and m13 (a001) at about
884 cm�1, neither of which can Coriolis couple with m18.

Although useful in making preliminary judgments about the
levels that are most likely to interact, the reduced energy displays
of Fig. 5 are deceptive in that they do not correctly show the sep-
arations of interacting levels of different K value. For example, for a
given Dk, Dl interaction, a better indication of the separation of the
relevant levels of modes 14 and 11 is Eint = E11(-
J,K + Dk, l + Dl) � E14(J,K, l). For the region of interest, we find that
the most important interactions are the w1,1 Coriolis coupling of
m14 with the kl < 0 levels of m11 and the w4,1 coupling of m14 with
the kl < 0 levels of m16. Level crossings of m14 and m16 are predicted
to occur for J values above about 40 and, indeed, perturbations due
to such level crossings are observed in the m11 and m14 spectra, as
discussed in a later section.
4.2. m10 (e0) analysis

Fig. 1 shows the components of the degenerate m10 normal
mode from the GaussView representation and these suggest that
this mode is mainly an antisymmetric rocking motion of the CH2

units. However the normal mode representations from Gaussian
tend to overemphasize the large amplitude H-atom motions and
the more detailed normal coordinate calculations of Wiberg et al.
[10] suggest that the mode is better described as an e0-type anti-
symmetric stretching of the non-axial CC bonds (53%) mixed with
17% CH2 rock.

Since the m10 levels are relatively isolated, the fit of the transi-
tions of the m10 perpendicular band was straightforward, with
the rQ0 band easily identified because of the characteristic intensity
alternation of the odd and even J lines, as shown in Fig. 6. 5100
12001190
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due to nuclear spin weights for rQ0. The inset on the left shows the splitting in the
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fundamental lines were assigned and fitted and an additional 3471
lines from the m10 � m18 difference band were subsequently in-
cluded in arriving at the m10 rovibrational parameters in the second
column of Table 4. The Gaussian calculations predict a value of
w1,1 = 0.092 cm�1 for the Coriolis coupling between m10 and m14.
When this coupling was included in the analysis, only very small
changes occurred, mainly in the DB10, q10 and DB14 values, and
the standard deviation of the fit was not significantly improved.
Hence the m10 parameters listed in the table correspond to the
uncoupled case, w1,1 = 0. In general, the experimental m0, DC, and
(Cf) values agree well with the theoretical predictions for m10.

The somewhat poorer agreement seen for DB and q is due in part
to the neglect of the Coriolis coupling of m10 and m14.
4.3. m18 (e00) analysis

The GaussView representation of m18 is shown in Fig. 1 and
according to Ref. [10] this mode, like m10, is best characterized as
an antisymmetric stretching of the non-axial CC bonds (78%)
mixed with 20% CH2 rock, with the internal coordinate combina-
tions both of e00 symmetry. The fundamental band is infrared inac-
tive but is Raman active and has been assigned as an unresolved
weak feature at 713.9 cm�1 in the Raman spectrum of the gas
phase [10]. This value is in reasonable agreement with our more
accurate value of 717.12 cm�1 deduced from three infrared differ-
ence bands m10 � m18, m11 � m18 and (m15 + m18) � m18, as described
below. As mentioned earlier, the Gaussian calculations suggest that
the m18 levels should be relatively unperturbed and the band anal-
yses are in accord with this.
Table 4
Rovibrational parameters (cm�1) of the m10 and m18 vibrational states of propellane.

Parametera m10 (e0) m18 (e00)

Experimentb,c Theory Experimentb,c Theory

x0 1221.1 712.2
m0 1181.79513(2) 1163.1 717.12438(2) 682.6
DC � 103 �0.22324(6) �0.206 �0.37763(5) �0.371
DB � 103 0.04241(5) 0.065 �0.89811(6) �0.873
DDJ � 108 0.696(4) �0.543(3)
DDJK � 108 �2.387(10) 1.381(8)
DDK � 108 1.515(7) �0.836(6)
DHJ � 1012 0.214(8)
DHJK � 1012 �1.07(3)
DHKJ � 1012 0.80(2)
DHK � 1012

D2 � 108 �0.4325(12) �0.387(7)
(Cz) 0.1202468(7) 0.1353 0.0778635(6) 0.0792
gJ � 105 0.4465(2) 0.1012(3)
gK � 105 �0.3770(2) �0.1022(3)
gJK � 109 0.135(3)
gKK � 109 �0.129(2)
gJJK � 1014 0.51(3)
gKKK � 1014 �0.44(3)
q � 103 �0.2648(2) �0.327 �0.9113(2) �0.917
qJ � 108 0.297(7) 0.34(2)
qK � 108 8.8(3) �2.0(2)
No. of transitions 8571 11315
RMS Dev. 0.00024 0.00029
Jmax 77 62
Kmax 71 61

a DB = B0 � B00 , DC = C0 � C00 , etc.
b Values of uncertainties (two standard deviations) are given in parentheses. All

band centers should be given an additional uncertainty of 0.00015 cm�1 to account
for calibration uncertainty.

c Fitted data for m10 came from the m10 fundamental and from the m10�m18 hot
bands. Rotational level differences for m18 came from combination–differences
involving m10 � m18, m11 � m18, and m18 + m15 � m18 hot bands. Additional vibrational-
rotational levels of m18 were obtained from m10 � (m10 � m18), m11 � (m11 � m18) and
(m18 + m15) � (m18 + m15 � m18) differences.
The m10 (e0) � m18 (e00) difference band, seen in Fig. 3, is an inter-
esting case of a parallel band between two degenerate states. Since
Dl and Dk = 0 for the transitions, the spectrum is a superposition of
P–Q–R branches for the kl < 0 and kl > 0 cases and this gives rise to
the two distinct Q-branch features apparent in the spectrum.
Although the spectrum is heavily congested, knowledge of the
experimental m10 rovibrational parameters, coupled with good
estimates of the m18 constants from the Gaussian results, made
possible a confident assignment and analysis of almost 3500 tran-
sitions. However, additional information about the m18 levels is
contained in the m11 � m18 and (m15 + m18) � m18 difference bands,
and the following iterative strategy was adopted to take advantage
of this. This involved using the m18 parameters from the m10 � m18

fit in the initial analysis of the m11 � m18 and (m15 + m18) � m18 differ-
ence bands and then, in the final iteration at the end, all transitions
involving m18 levels were used in a combination–difference analy-
sis to obtain the set of m18 rovibrational parameters presented in
Table 4. This procedure avoided any contamination of the m18 con-
stants that could be caused by potential perturbations in the m10,
m11, and m15 + m18 levels. Such perturbations are particularly trou-
blesome in the case of the m11 levels, due to the strong Coriolis
interactions with m14 levels, as described below. The details of
the (m15 + m18) � m18 band will be given with an accompanying
analysis of the (m15 + m18) combination band in a subsequent paper.

The experimental values for the rovibrational parameters DB,
DC, (Cf) and q of m18 are in excellent agreement (1–3%) with the
theoretical results. Such agreement is representative of what we
have observed in other cases where the levels are unperturbed
by interaction with nearby states. However the m0 value predicted
from the anharmonic calculations (682.6 cm�1) is 5% lower than
the actual value (717.12 cm�1), a difference that is significantly lar-
ger than the 0 to 2% difference seen for most other vibrational
modes of propellane (see Table 2). The other exception in propel-
lane is the m15 ða002Þ mode for which the theoretical value is low
by 7.5%. Neither m15 nor m18 is involved in a Fermi resonance and,
in both cases, examination of the Gaussian output shows that the
largest anharmonicity correction comes from the cubic contribu-
tion to the anharmonic coupling term with the m3 mode, with sig-
nificant additions from coupling with m11 and m16. All of these
modes have significant skeletal motions involving the novel axial
CC bond of propellane. It would be interesting to see if quantum
calculations using different methods and basis sets could give
anharmonic constants that are in better agreement with the exper-
imental results.

4.4. m11 and m14 analysis

The m14 mode shown in Fig. 1 appears to be nearly pure CH2

wagging motion but the normal mode calculations of Ref. [10] indi-
cate that about 19% mixing occurs with m15, a mode involving
movement along the symmetry axis of the axial CC bond with re-
spect to the equatorial plane. From Ref. [10], the degenerate m11

motion is mainly an e0-type distortion of the Ceq–Cax bonds (51%)
with about 17% of CH2 rocking motion, with the latter overempha-
sized in the GaussView representation shown in Fig 1.

According to both the Gaussian calculations and the assign-
ments given by Wiberg et al. [10], m11 is expected to be 10 or
20 cm�1 below m14 and, indeed, a weak m11 Q-branch can be seen
in the intense P-branch of m14 about 13 cm�1 below the m14 Q-
branch, Fig. 7. The Gaussian calculations also predict that the rota-
tional levels of those two states should be coupled by a Coriolis
constant with a value of approximately w1,1 = 0.087 cm�1. Even
though the expected constants for the two states indicate that
there will be no overlapping of levels that can be directly con-
nected through the w1,1 constant, such a large coupling between
states that are so close would be expected to cause complications
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that cannot be ignored. For that reason the analysis of those two
states proceeded in tandem with the inclusion of the w1,1 term in
the Hamiltonian and also as a variable in the least-squares fit. As
seen at the bottom of Fig. 7, this mixing is necessary to properly ac-
count for the intensity distribution seen for m11.

The assignment of the low-J and low-K transitions of the paral-
lel band of m14 was quite straightforward, especially given the nu-
clear spin statistics which cause lines for lower state levels with K
divisible by 3 to be stronger than the others. Fig. 2 gives an over-
view of the m14 band as well as that of m10 and m11. It is obvious that
the m14 band is much stronger than either m10 or m11. In fact the
lines of m11 are easily confused with lines from hot bands such as
(m12 + m14) � m12 and (m15 + m14) � m15 that must accompany the
transitions from the ground state to the m14 state. When the m14
Fig. 8. The R-branch cluster of m14 with level diagram showing the interaction of upper st
produces the weak m11 feature which appears due to intensity transfer from m14.
band is spread out as, for example, in Fig. 8, the lines of m14

with K = multiples of 3 are generally obvious. This intensity
enhancement due to nuclear spin statistics also produces what ap-
pears to be an alternation in intensity of the P- and R-branch clus-
ters in Fig. 2. This is caused by alternation of the intensity of the
K = 0 transitions due to the greater statistical weight given the
J00 = odd transitions from levels with A02 or A002 rovibrational
symmetry.

As shown in Fig. 9 the central Q-branch of m14 does not have a
sharp edge as is often the case for parallel bands. Instead there is
a series of subband heads with each subband consisting of
transitions for which J = K + n. The subband heads occur at increas-
ing wavenumbers as the value of n increases. The last recognizable
subband head is at 1095.933 cm�1 which corresponds to the
ate levels. Mixing of the J0 = 33, K0 = 16 level of m14 with the J0 = 33, K0 = 11 level of m11



Fig. 10. The R-branch cluster for J00 = 44 of m14. Two areas of perturbations can be
seen. The K00 = 27 transition is shifted due to a Dk = ±4, Dl = ±1 interaction with m16.
The K00 = 17 transition is split due to a Dk = ±5, Dl = �1 interaction with m11 and
overlaps with the K00 = 16 and 20 transitions.
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qQ37(47) transition with n = 10. To the red of the band center there
is a nice series of lines that even show a slight strong-weak-weak-
strong... alternation in intensity. While largely overlapped with
other transitions, the strongest component of each line is the tran-
sition with J = K and the slightly stronger transitions are the ones
with K divisible by 3. Since all of the transitions in the Q-branch re-
gion are overlapped, no m14 Q-branch transitions were used in the
least-squares fits. Even so, the nice agreement between the calcu-
lated and observed spectrum in Fig. 9 gives confidence that the
assignments are correct.

The assignment of the transitions for the m11 band were more
difficult, in part because of their low intensity and in part because
they were easily confused with hot band transitions that accom-
pany the m14 band. Instead, the more easily assigned difference
band, m11 � m18, near 365 cm�1 was used to help determine the
constants for m11. Since the constants for m18 had already been
determined from the fit of the m10 � m18 band, the constants for
m11 were well determined from the analysis of the m11 � m18 band.
The fit of 2970 lines of that difference band had an RMS dev. of
0.000280 cm�1. With the analysis of the difference band, the
assignments of many rR transitions of m11 in the region from
1098 to 1110 cm�1 become quite obvious and unambiguous. Most
of the transitions for the m11 band are rR-transitions but several
hundred pP- transitions have been found and the kl < 0 levels of
m11 are well-represented among the transitions in the m11 � m18

band.
While most of the transitions observed for the m14 band are eas-

ily calculated without including any complications beyond the
small effect of the Dk = ±1, Dl = ±1 interaction between the levels
of the m14 state and the levels of the m11 state, there are a few levels
of m14 that are obviously perturbed, especially at high J values. The
spectrum displayed in Fig. 8 shows one example of a perturbed
transition, namely the qR16(32) transition of m14 is displaced to
higher wavenumbers by about 0.0012 cm�1. About 0.008 cm�1 be-
low it is the weak lR16(32) transition of m11 that has borrowed
intensity from qR16(32). An identical pattern is found in the corre-
sponding qPK(34) cluster region. As seen in the level diagram of
Fig. 8, these perturbations are caused by a near coincidence of
the J = 33, K = 16 level of m14 and the J = 33, k = 11, l = 1 level of
m11. Those two levels have the same rovibrational symmetry and
so they can interact, although the coupling constant is small. The
shifts caused by this interaction can be reproduced by means of
the Dk = ±5, Dl = �1 matrix element given by Eq. (8). As confirma-
tion of this picture, the rR10(32) transition of m11, which occurs else-
where, is displaced by the same amount as qR16(32), but in the
opposite direction. An important consequence of these observa-
tions is that they allow an accurate determination of the C0 con-
stant, as discussed below.

Further investigation shows that the J = 45, K = 17, l = 0 level of
m14 should also be very close to the J = 45, K = 12, l = 1 level of m11.
Fig. 10 shows that perturbation in the qRK(44) cluster of lines in the
spectrum of the m14 band and it can be seen that the qR17(44) tran-
sition of m14 is displaced to higher wavenumbers by about
0.0042 cm�1, causing the apparent enhanced intensity of the over-
lapping K = 16 transition Note that, since J is higher in value, the
off-diagonal coupling term should be larger, hence the greater shift
than observed for the J = 33 case above.

In the P-branch region of m14 there is an ‘‘extra’’ line at
1069.766 cm�1 which is believed to be the lP17(46) line of m11

which has borrowed intensity from the qP17(46) line of m14. In a
manner analogous to that shown in Fig. 8, this transition can be
combined with the rR11(44) transition of m11 to give a ground state
difference of 36.519822 cm�1 between the levels J = 46, K = 17 and
J = 44, K = 11. Other, similar, combinations involving different K
values have been formed for the ground state; these are given in
Table 7.
The same W5,�1 perturbation has been found to affect the
qR17(44) transition of m14 and the rR11(44) transition of m11. The
adjacent higher-J and lower-J transitions are also very slightly af-
fected. Two other avoided crossings are predicted to occur, one
at J = 15, K = 15 of m14 and another at J = 55, K = 18. The first would
be at such a low value of J that it would be too weak to be detected.
The second involves a m11 region where there are several other per-
turbations and so the assignments are rather confusing and uncer-
tain. The effects are seen in the m14 spectra however and our model
does account for the observations. (More details can be found in
Ref. [14], Fig. 4.18.)

Also seen in Fig. 10 is a large displacement to the red of the
J = 45, K = 27 level. That perturbation is believed to involve the
J = 45, kl = 31 level of m16 and requires a Dk = ± 4, Dl = ± 1 matrix
element as given by Eq. (7). Other observed displacements of the
P- and R-branch lines shows that there are six avoided-crossing
points beginning at

a. J = 38, K = 30 of m14 and J = 38, kl = 34 of m16.
b. J = 40, K = 29 of m14 and J = 40, kl = 33 of m16.
c. J = 43, K = 28 of m14 and J = 43, kl = 32 of m16.
d. J = 45, K = 27 of m14 and J = 45, kl = 31 of m16.
e. J = 47, K = 26 of m14 and J = 47, kl = 30 of m16.
f. J = 49, K = 25 of m14 and J = 49, kl = 29 of m16.

Although the transitions at the crossing points are the most af-
fected, the transitions involving adjacent levels are also affected so
there are many more than just six perturbed transitions. Because
we have explicitly included W4,1 and W5,�1 terms in our fitting
model, all these perturbations are treated in the analysis.

Tables 5 and 6 give the constants obtained from the least-
squares fit of both the m11 and m14 bands as well as the m11 � m18

difference band, including parameters describing the m11/m14 inter-
actions as well as parameters for interaction of m14 with the m16

state. Note that transitions from the ground state to m16 are IR-
inactive so the values given for m16 are derived from the effect
the m14/m16 interaction has on m14. It is also expected that m3 is near-
by and will certainly have a strong effect on the rotational levels of
m16. Consequently the constants given for m16 in Table 6 are only
effective constants required to account for the observed perturba-
tions to levels of m14, and these constants may be quite different
from those that would be given by a complete treatment of the
interaction of m16 with the other nearby levels. This may account
for the poorer agreement between theory and experiment seen
for the DB and DC parameters of m11, m14, and m16, compared to



Table 5
Rovibrational parameters (cm�1) of the m11 and m14 vibrational states of propellane.a

Constantb m11 m14

Expt. Theory Expt. Theory

x0 1101.2 1120.0
m0 1082.90413(3) 1071.4 1095.78687(4) 1091.8
DC � 103 �0.04074(18) �0.258 �0.1018(2) �0.110
DB
 � 103 �0.3451(30) 0.593 �0.295(6) �0.996
DDJ � 107 0.103(7) �0.185(12)
DDJK � 107 0.430(13) �1.629(21)
DDK � 107 �1.636(16) 1.815(29)
DHJ � 1011 0.018(6) �0.066(6)
DHJK � 1011 0.660(19) �0.601(16)
DHKJ � 1011 �5.413(29)
DHK � 1011 10.871(25) 0.669(21)
D2 � 108 �1.716(11)
D3 � 1012 �0.428(4)
Cf(z) �0.0595596(21) �0.0694
gJ � 105 �0.078(11)
gK � 105 �0.563(11)
gJK � 109 0.496(26)
gKK � 109 �2.992(27)
gJKK � 1012 1.223(8)
gKKK � 1012 �1.981(8)
q
 � 103 0.530(6) 0.162
qJ � 108 0.54(11)
qK � 108 7.76(5)
No. of transitions 4325 3413
RMS Dev. 0.00027 0.00022
Jmax 54 71
Kmax 49 62

a Parameters given are from a fit that included m16 and the interaction parameters
in Table 6.

b The 
 on DB and q indicates that these have been ‘‘deperturbed’’ by explicitly
including the off-diagonal W1,1 interaction between m11 and m14.

Table 6
Some interaction and rovibrational parameters (cm�1) of propellane.

Constanta Expt. Theory

m11, m14 interaction parameters
w1,1 0.0640(3) 0.087
w1,1,J � 104 �0.0193(5)
w1,1,K � 104 �0.0380(8)
w1,1,kl � 104 2.00(11)
w5,�1 � 109 �3.74(13)
w5,�1,J � 1012 �0.72(4)
g5,�1,K � 1012 1.7(3)

m16, m14 interaction parameters
w4,1 � 108 5.701(11)
w4,1,J � 1011 �0.709(2)

m16 rovibrational parameters
x0 1151.7
m0 1122.481(9) 1119.5
DC � 103 0.074(8) �0.1040
DB � 103 �2.784(3) 0.3790
(Cz) 0.0622(6) 0.0624
gJ � 105 1.46(4)
gK � 105 4.32(6)

a These parameters were included in the fit that gave the results in Table 5.
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the results for m10 and m18. Better agreement is seen for (Cf)16 and
(Cf)11 parameters, probably because these values are mainly deter-
mined by the f values, which depend only on quadratic force con-
stants. The calculated anharmonic vibrational frequencies are
within 1% of the observed values and it may be significant that
these modes do not involve as much disturbance of the unusual ax-
ial bond of propellane as do the m15 and m18 modes mentioned
earlier.
4.5. A1, A2 splittings

Four different types of splittings were observed in the present
work: (1) the usual l-type doubling splitting represented by the
parameter qv, (2) the splitting of the K = 3 levels of the non-degen-
erate vibrational states represented by the parameter D3, (3) the
splitting of the kl = �2 levels of the degenerate vibrational states
represented by the constant D2, and (4) the splitting of the kl = 4
levels in the three degenerate vibrational states, m10, m11, and m18.
The first three splittings are directly calculated by using different
splitting terms as presented in Eqs. (2) and (5). The small kl = 4
splitting for the degenerate states does not require, for example,
a D4 splitting term, since it can be reproduced by propagation of
the larger splitting of the kl = �2 levels to the kl = 4 levels via the
Dk = ±2, Dl = ±2 matrix element, Eq. (5).

These splitting constants can only be given signs when the
intensities are considered. In this paper we have used the conven-
tion that the splitting constant is positive if the A01 or A001 rovibra-
tional levels are above (below) the A02 or A001 levels for even (odd)
values of J. The different nuclear spin statistics allow us to deter-
mine which are the A2 levels because transitions involving them
are stronger by a factor of two, as shown in Fig. 6.

We note that the Gaussian value for D3 = h3 of the ground state is
quite small, 0.118 � 10�13 cm�1, and an accurate value for this could
not be determined from the experimental fits. Accordingly, it was set
to zero in obtaining the parameters listed in the tables. It is interest-
ing that the same constant for the splitting of the K = 3 levels of the
m14 state is nearly forty times greater than the Gaussian value for the
ground state. One might expect that the w1,1 constant which couples
the kl = �2 levels of E0 states to the K = 3 levels of A002 states would re-
sult in a measureable splitting of those K = 3 levels as is observed for
m14. However, since we have already included explicitly this cou-
pling between m14 and m11, the residual splitting represented by D3

must come from the coupling between m14 and the other E0 states
such as m10, which has been ignored in this analysis.

Just as the value of q reflects the accumulated effects of the w1,1

parameters coupling the kl = 1 levels of E0 states with the K = 0 lev-
els of A00 states, so the value of D2 could be considered to reflect the
w2,�1 coupling of the kl = �2 levels of E0 states and the K = 0 levels
of A0 states. The D2 values for m10 and for m18 are both negative and
on the order of 10�8 cm�1. The unusually large value of D2 for m11

may be due in part to the closeness of m3 even though there is no
other sign of any coupling between m11 and m3.

The kl = 4 levels for the three degenerate states studied here are
split as a result of the coupling to the split kl = �2 levels through
the qv term given in Eq. (5). That coupling will result in the same
A1, A2 ordering as found for the kl = �2 levels. Since the three D2

constants are all negative, then for even J levels of m10, m11, and
m18 the, A2 levels will be above the A1 levels in both the kl = �2
and the kl = 4 levels.

Finally, for the degenerate vibrational modes we have studied
here and in Refs. [12,13], the signs we assign to qv according to our
convention and to the observed intensities are (in parentheses)
q9(+), q10(�), q11(+), q12(�) and q18(�). The magnitudes of values (Ta-
bles 4 and 5 and Refs. [12,13]) fall in the range 10�4 to 10�3 cm�1. The
values we deduce from the Gaussian results using the method de-
scribed in Ref. [25] are generally consistent with the experimental
magnitudes, particularly in cases such as m18 and m10 where coupling
with other states is minimal. The signs deduced from the Gaussian
output also agree with our experimental signs for q10, q11, and q18

but are opposite for q9 and q12, for reasons unknown to us.

4.6. Determination of C0

It is well known that the normally-allowed fundamental infra-
red transitions for a symmetric top molecule cannot be used to



Table 7
Ground state combination–differences that help to determine C0 and DK.

Energy difference (cm�1) Obs. � calc. (cm�1) J0 K0 J00 K00 Transitions useda

14.62814 �0.00025 34 10 34 16 qR16(34) � wR10(34) m14

14.63049 �0.00052 32 10 32 16 qR16(32) � wR10(32) m14

14.63089 �0.00012 32 10 32 16 lR16(32) � rR10(32) m11

15.73687 �0.00047 44 11 44 17 lR17(44) � rR11(44) m11

15.73753 0.00019 44 11 44 17 qR17(44) � wR11(44) m14

23.87248 0.00037 34 16 32 10 rR10(32) � lP16(34) m11

23.87259 0.00048 34 16 32 10 wR10(32) � qP16(34) m14

36.51923 �0.00053 46 17 44 11 wR11(44) � qP17(46) m14

36.51982 0.00006 46 17 44 11 rR11(44) � lP17(46) m11

53.13122 �0.00029 34 10 32 16 qR16(32) � wR10(34) m14

a The left superscripts w and l on the transitions correspond to DK = +6 and �5, respectively.
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determine any purely K-dependent constants. However, under cer-
tain circumstances [20], especially when Coriolis interactions mix
different K levels, the values of Cv and sometimes DK and HK can
be determined. In the present case, m14 is coupled to both m16

and m11 by rovibrational interactions that mix levels with different
values of k. In the case of m16 there are no IR-active transitions from
the ground state so the coupling does not give rise to any new tran-
sitions for m14 or in any other way allow one to determine any
purely K-dependent constants. However the coupling of levels of
m11 and m14 do provide such an opportunity.

As indicated above there are some avoided-crossings of levels of
m14 and m11 that have the same rovibrational symmetry and so the
associated states can interact. If the levels are close enough to-
gether they will be significantly shifted and mixed. As explained
earlier, Figs. 8 and 10 show two examples of transitions displaced
by such crossings and the level diagram of Fig. 8 is illustrative . To
reproduce both cases the Dk = ± 5, Dl = �1 off-diagonal matrix ele-
ment (Eq. (8)) is required in the Hamiltonian and the separation of
the two interacting levels must be known. The correct values for C0

and DK are required in order to know the separation of the coupled
levels and hence should be determinable.

Because most of the constants for both m11 and m14 have been
determined from allowed transitions from the ground state, the
analysis of the perturbed transitions requires a determination of
the higher-order Coriolis interaction constant, w5,�1, and C0, DK

and possibly HK. One way to determine the ground state constants
without inclusion of w5,�1 is to make use of ground state combina-
tion–differences based in part on normally forbidden, but pertur-
bation allowed, transitions. As indicated in Table 7 ten ground
state combination–differences have been found that connect levels
with different values of K. Fitting these combination–differences
yields a value of 0.1936526(8) cm�1 for C0 but the limited range
of K does not permit a determination of DK or HK. However with
the explicit inclusion of the w5,�1 parameter, the much larger full
set of data for m11 and m14 samples a broader K-range and fitting
of the small but measurable shifts is possible. There results a nearly
identical value of C0 = 0.1936515(4) and a value of DK = 0.4199(13)
cm�1, both in excellent agreement (within 1%) with values from
the theoretical calculations. Attempts were made to fit also the
ground state HK parameter but the uncertainty was large, hence
this parameter was fixed at the Gaussian value in obtaining the
above results.

The complete determination of the four structural parameters
of propellane (bond lengths Cax–Ceq, Cax–Cax, C–H and the HCH an-
gle) is not possible from the two rotational constants we have
determined. However it is noteworthy that B0 and C0 are sufficient
to give an accurate value for the most interesting geometric
parameter, the axial CC bond length. In particular, it is easily
shown that this distance R = [(2Ib � Ic)/M]½ where Ib and Ic are
the moments of inertia and M is the carbon mass. If used to relate
ground state constants to a ground state structure, one obtains a
value of R = 1.586277(3) ÅA
0

. Of course, this relation applies strictly
only for the equilibrium case, and there are other problems in-
volved in deducing structures from spectroscopic measurements
[27]. Nonetheless, the value obtained is in very good agreement
with a thermal average value of 1:596ð5Þ Å obtained in an electron
diffraction study [9] and the bond length is noticeably longer than
the more normal Cax–Ceq bond length of 1:525ð2Þ Å determined in
that study.

5. Summary

The analysis has given accurate rovibrational constants for m10

and m18 modes of propellane and a model is presented in which
various Coriolis interactions are included to extract similar param-
eters for the m11 and m14 modes. Localized perturbations in m11, m14

spectra permit the determination of the C0 rotational constant and
lead to a determination of the bond length of the unusual axial CC
bond in propellane. Comparisons of the experimental and theoret-
ical rovibrational parameters are generally favorable although the
agreement degrades as the number of interacting states increases.
This feature becomes increasingly apparent as one goes to higher
vibrational frequencies where the density of combination-state
levels becomes greater. This aspect, and the determination of some
of the anharmonicity constants of propellane, will be the subject of
a forthcoming paper.
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